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9-Point Face Value 

A 

ADENINES ADEEINNS ADENINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ADENITIS ADEIINST inflammation of lymph node [n -ES] 

ADENOSES ADEENOSS ADENOSIS, abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n] 

ADENOSIS ADEINOSS abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n -S] 

ADNATION AADINNOT state of being adnate (joined to another part or organ) [n -S] 

ADONISES ADEINOSS ADONIS, handsome young man [n] 

ADORNERS ADENORRS ADORNER, one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n] 

ADRENALS AADELNRS ADRENAL, endocrine gland [n] 

ADROITER ADEIORRT ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

ADULARIA AAADILRU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ADULATES AADELSTU ADULATE, to praise excessively [v] 

ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

AEGROTAT AAEGORTT certificate excusing ill student from examination [n -S] 

AERADIOS AADEIORS AERADIO, Canadian radio service for pilots [n] 

AERATING AAEGINRT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AEROGELS AEEGLORS AEROGEL, highly porous solid [n] 

AGAROSES AAEGORSS AGAROSE, sugar obtained from agar [n] 

AGENESES AEEEGNSS AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n] 

AGENESIA AAEEGINS agenesis (absence or imperfect development of bodily part) [n -S] 

AGENESIS AEEGINSS absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n -SES] 

AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj] 

AGINNERS AEGINNRS AGINNER, one that is against change [n] 

AGITATES AAEGISTT AGITATE, to move with violent, irregular action [v] 

AGITATOR AAGIORTT one that agitates (to move with violent, irregular action) [n -S] 

AGLITTER AEGILRTT glittering [adj] 

AGNATION AAGINNOT relationship of agnates [n -S] 

AGNOSIAS AAGINOSS AGNOSIA, loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n] 

AGONISES AEGINOSS AGONISE, to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v] 

AGONISTS AGINOSST AGONIST, one that is engaged in struggle [n] 

AGOUTIES AEGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] / AGOUTY [n] 

AGRARIAN AAAGINRR one who favors equal distribution of land [n -S] 

AGRESTAL AAEGLRST growing wild [adj] 

AIGRETTE AEEGIRTT tuft of feathers worn as head ornament [n -S] 

AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S] 

AIRDATES AADEIRST AIRDATE, scheduled date of broadcast [n] 

AIRSIDES ADEIIRSS AIRSIDE, side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n] 

ALDOLASE AADELLOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ALERTING AEGILNRT ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S] 

ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S] 

ALIASING AAGIILNS appearance of distortions in computer graphics [n -S] / ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENING AEGIILNN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIGNERS AEGILNRS ALIGNER, one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n] 
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ALLEGERS AEEGLLRS ALLEGER, one that alleges (to assert without proof or before proving) [n] 

ALLEGROS AEGLLORS ALLEGRO, musical passage played in rapid tempo [n] 

ALLERGEN AEEGLLNR substance capable of inducing allergy [n -S] 

ALLERGIN AEGILLNR allergen (substance capable of inducing allergy) [n -S] 

ALLODIAL AADILLLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [adj] 

ALLONGES AEGLLNOS ALLONGE, addition to document [n] 

ALLOTTED ADELLOTT ALLOT, to give as share or portion [v] 

ALLSEEDS ADEELLSS ALLSEED, plant having many seeds [n] 

ALLURING AGILLNRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALTERING AEGILNRT ALTER, to make different [v] 

ALTITUDE ADEILTTU vertical elevation of object above given level [n -S] 

ANALGIAS AAAGILNS ANALGIA, inability to feel pain [n] 

ANALOGUE AAEGLNOU something that bears analogy to something else [n -S] 

ANDANTES AADENNST ANDANTE, moderately slow musical passage [n] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S]  

ANDIRONS ADINNORS ANDIRON, metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n] 

ANEARING AAEGINNR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANERGIAS AAEGINRS ANERGIA, anergy (lack of energy) [n] 

ANERGIES AEEGINRS ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

ANEROIDS ADEINORS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ANGARIAS AAAGINRS ANGARIA, angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n] 

ANGARIES AAEGINRS ANGARY, right of warring state to seize neutral property [n] 

ANGINOSE AEGINNOS ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj] 

ANGINOUS AGINNOSU ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj] 

ANGRIEST AEGINRST ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

ANGSTIER AEGINRST ANGSTY, feeling anxiety or dread [adj] 

ANGULATE AAEGLNTU to make angular [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANGULOSE AEGLNOSU angular (having sharp corners) [adj] 

ANGULOUS AGLNOSUU angular (having sharp corners) [adj] 

ANISEEDS ADEEINSS ANISEED, seed of anise used as flavoring [n] 

ANNEALED AADEELNN ANNEAL, to toughen (to make tough) [v] 

ANNELIDS ADEILNNS ANNELID, any of phylum of segmented worms [n] 

ANNULLED ADELLNNU ANNUL, to make or declare void or invalid [v] 

ANODISER ADEINORS anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

ANODISES ADEINOSS ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v] 

ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANTEDATE AADEENTT to be of earlier date than [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANTIDORA AADINORT holy breads [n ANTIDORA] 

ANTIDOTE ADEINOTT to counteract effects of poison with remedy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S] 

ANTIGENS AEGINNST ANTIGEN, substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n] 

ANTILOGS AGILNOST ANTILOG, number corresponding to given logarithm [n] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S]  

ANTLERED ADEELNRT ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [adj] 

ARANEIDS AADEINRS ARANEID, spider [n] 

ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 
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ARGINASE AAEGINRS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ARGININE AEGIINNR amino acid [n -S] 

ARGONAUT AAGNORTU marine mollusk [n -S] 

ARGOSIES AEGIORSS ARGOSY, large merchant ship [n] 

ARIDNESS ADEINRSS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ARILLODE ADEILLOR type of aril (outer covering of certain seeds) [n -S] 

ARILLOID ADIILLOR ARIL, outer covering of certain seeds [adj] 

AROINTED ADEINORT AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AROUSING AGINORSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

ARRAIGNS AAGINRRS ARRAIGN, to call before court of law to answer indictment [v] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

ARRANGES AAEGNRRS ARRANGE, to put in definite or proper order [v] 

ARRESTED ADEERRST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

ARROGANT AAGNORRT overly convinced of one's own worth or importance [adj] 

ARROGATE AAEGORRT to claim or take without right [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ARSENIDE ADEEINRS arsenic compound [n -S] 

ARUGOLAS AAGLORSU ARUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

ARUGULAS AAGLRSUU ARUGULA, European annual herb [n] 

ASSAGAIS AAAGISSS ASSAGAI, to pierce with light spear [v] 

ASSAILED AADEILSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSEGAIS AAEGISSS ASSEGAI, to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v] 

ASSENTED ADEENSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

ASSERTED ADEERSST ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S] 

ASSIGNEE AEEGINSS one to whom property or right is legally transferred [n -S] 

ASSIGNER AEGINRSS one that assigns (to set apart for particular purpose) [n -S] 

ASSIGNOR AGINORSS one who legally transfers property or right [n -S] 

ASSISTED ADEISSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ASSOILED ADEILOSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ASSORTED ADEORSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v] 

ASSUAGER AAEGRSSU one that assuages (to make less severe) [n -S] 

ASSUAGES AAEGSSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

ASSUREDS ADERSSSU ASSURED, insured person [n] 

ASSURING AGINRSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASTANGAS AAAGNSST ASTANGA, ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n] 

ASTEROID ADEIORST type of celestial body [n -S] 

ASTONIED ADEINOST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ASTOUNDS ADNOSSTU ASTOUND, to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v] 

ASTRAGAL AAAGLRST convex molding [n -S] 

ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ATTAGIRL AAGILRTT used to express encouragement or approval to woman or girl [interj] 

ATTAINED AADEINTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTENDEE ADEEENTT attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

ATTENDER ADEENRTT one that attends (to be present at) [n -S] 

ATTESTED ADEESTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 
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ATTIRING AGIINRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTITUDE ADEITTTU state of mind with regard to some matter [n -S] 

ATTORNED ADENORTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

ATTRITED ADEIRTTT ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v] 

ATTUNING AGINNTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

AUDIENTS ADEINSTU AUDIENT, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

AUDITEES ADEEISTU AUDITEE, one that is audited [n] 

AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUDITORS ADIORSTU AUDITOR, one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n] 

AUGURERS AEGRRSUU AUGURER, one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n] 

AUGURIES AEGIRSUU AUGURY, practice of auguring [n] 

AUGUSTER AEGRSTUU AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adj] 

AUREOLED ADEELORU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

AUTODIAL AADILOTU to dial telephone number automatically [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING,  -S] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

AUTOLOAD AADLOOTU self-loading [adj] 

 

9-Point Face Value 

D 

DAINTIER ADEIINRT DAINTY, delicately pretty [adj] 

DAINTIES ADEIINST DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

DALLIERS ADEILLRS DALLIER, one that dallies (to waste time) [n] 

DANSEURS ADENRSSU DANSEUR, male ballet dancer [n] 

DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DARIOLES ADEILORS DARIOLE, type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n] 

DARNESTS ADENRSST DARNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

DATARIES AADEIRST DATARY, cardinal in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

DATELESS ADEELSST having no date [adj] 

DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DAUNTERS ADENRSTU DAUNTER, one that daunts (to intimidate) [n] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v  -D, -TING, -S] 

DEALATES AADEELST DEALATE, insect divested of its wings [n] 

DEARESTS ADEERSST DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELATORS ADELORST DELATOR, one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S] 

DELOUSER DEELORSU one that gets rid of lice [n -S] 

DELOUSES DEELOSSU DELOUSE, to remove lice from [v] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUSTER DEELRSTU to lessen sheen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENARIUS ADEINRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II] 

DENATURE ADEENRTU to deprive of natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA] 
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DENTELLE DEEELLNT lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 

DENTINAL ADEILNNT DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [adj] 

DENTINES DEEINNST DENTINE, dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n] 

DENTISTS DEINSSTT DENTIST, one who treats teeth [n] 

DENTURAL ADELNRTU DENTURE, set of teeth [adj] 

DENTURES DEENRSTU DENTURE, set of teeth [n] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

DERRISES DEEIRRSS DERRIS, climbing plant [n] 

DESALTER ADEELRST one that desalts (to remove salt from) [n -S] 

DESERTER DEEERRST one that deserts (to abandon (to leave or give up completely)) [n -S] 

DESINENT DEEINNST terminating [adj] 

DESIRERS DEEIRRSS DESIRER, one that desires (to wish for) [n] 

DESIROUS DEIORSSU desiring [adj] 

DESOLATE ADEELOST to lay waste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESSERTS DEERSSST DESSERT, something served as last course of meal [n] 

DESTAINS ADEINSST DESTAIN, to remove stain from [v] 

DESTINES DEEINSST DESTINE, to determine beforehand [v] 

DESTRESS DEERSSST to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse (musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess) [n -S] 

DETAILER ADEEILRT one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n -S] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETASSEL ADEELSST to remove tassels from [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DETENTES DEEENSTT DETENTE, easing of international tension [n] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DETESTER DEEERSTT one that detests (to dislike intensely) [n -S] 

DETINUES DEEINSTU DETINUE, action to recover property wrongfully detained [n] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

DETRITAL ADEILRTT DETRITUS, particles of rock [adj] 

DETRITUS DEIRSTTU particles of rock [n DETRITUS]  

DEUTERON DEENORTU atomic particle [n -S] 

DIALISTS ADIILSST DIALIST, dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n] 

DIALLERS ADEILLRS DIALLER, dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n] 

DIALLIST ADIILLST dialist (dialer (one that dials (dial))) [n -S] 

DIARISTS ADIIRSST DIARIST, one who keeps diary (personal journal) [n] 

DIASTASE AADEISST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

DIASTERS ADEIRSST DIASTER, stage in mitosis [n] 

DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

DIASTRAL AADILRST DIASTER, stage in mitosis [adj] 

DIATRONS ADINORST DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 

DIERESES DEEEIRSS DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [n] 

DIERESIS DEEIIRSS separation of two vowels into two syllables [n -SES]  

DIESTERS DEEIRSST DIESTER, type of chemical compound [n] 
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DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES] 

DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATATE AADEILTT dilated [adj] 

DILATERS ADEILRST DILATER, dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n] 

DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILATORS ADILORST DILATOR, one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n] 

DILUENTS DEILNSTU DILUENT, diluting substance [n] 

DILUTERS DEILRSTU DILUTER, one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n] 

DILUTION DIILNOTU act of diluting (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUTORS DILORSTU DILUTOR, diluter (one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of)) [n] 

DINETTES DEEINSTT DINETTE, small dining room [n] 

DINOSAUR ADINORSU one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

DIORITES DEIIORST DIORITE, igneous rock [n] 

DIRENESS DEEINRSS state of being dire (disastrous) [n -ES] 

DIRTIEST DEIIRSTT DIRTY, unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

DISANNUL ADILNNSU to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISASTER ADEIRSST calamity (grievous misfortune) [n -S] 

DISEASES ADEEISSS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISEUSES DEEISSSU DISEUSE, female entertainer [n] 

DISINTER DEIINRST to exhume (to dig out of earth) [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

DISRATES ADEIRSST DISRATE, to lower in rating or rank [v] 

DISROOTS DIOORSST DISROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

DISSEATS ADEISSST DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v] 

DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISSENTS DEINSSST DISSENT, to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v] 

DISSERTS DEIRSSST DISSERT, to discuss in learned or formal manner [v] 

DISTAINS ADIINSST DISTAIN, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

DISTASTE ADEISSTT to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISTILLS DIILLSST DISTILL, to extract by vaporization and condensation [v] 

DISTORTS DIORSSTT DISTORT, to put out of shape [v] 

DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRAIT ADIIRSTT absentminded [adj] 

DISTRESS DEIRSSST to cause anxiety or suffering to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISTRUST DIRSSTTU to have no trust in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited [n -S] 

DISUNITE DEIINSTU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DITSIEST DEIISSTT DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DIURESES DEEIRSSU DIURESIS, excessive discharge of urine [n] 

DIURESIS DEIIRSSU excessive discharge of urine [n -SES] 

DIURNALS ADILNRSU DIURNAL, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DOLERITE DEEILORT variety of basalt [n -S] 

DOLOROSO DLOOOORS having mournful musical quality [adj] 

DOLOROUS DLOOORSU mournful (expressing grief or sorrow) [adj] 

DONATION ADINNOOT something donated [n -S] 

DONATORS ADNOORST DONATOR, donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n] 

DONENESS DEENNOSS state of being cooked enough [n -ES] 
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DOORLESS DELOORSS having no door [adj] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOORSILL DILLOORS sill of door [n -S] 

DOSSERET DEEORSST block resting on capital of column [n -S] 

DOSSIERS DEIORSSS DOSSIER, file of papers on single subject [n] 

DOTATION ADINOOTT endowment [n -S] 

DOTTEREL DEELORTT shorebird [n -S] 

DOTTIEST DEIOSTTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

DOTTRELS DELORSTT DOTTREL, dotterel (shorebird) [n] 

DOURINES DEINORSU DOURINE, disease of horses [n] 

DOURNESS DENORSSU state of being dour (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -ES] 

DRAINERS ADEINRRS DRAINER, one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n] 

DREAREST ADEERRST DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DREARIER ADEEIRRR DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj] 

DREARIES ADEEIRRS DREARY, dismal person [n] 

DRESSERS DEERRSSS DRESSER, one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n] 

DRESSIER DEEIRRSS DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DRILLERS DEILLRRS DRILLER, one that drills (to bore hole in) [n] 

DROLLEST DELLORST DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DROOLIER DEILOORR DROOLY, drooling [adj] 

DROSERAS ADEORRSS DROSERA, sundew (marsh plant) [n] 

DROSSIER DEIORRSS DROSSY, worthless [adj] 

DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISTS ADILSSTU DUALIST, adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n] 

DUALLIES ADEILLSU DUALLIE, dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n] / DUALLY [n] 

DUELISTS DEILSSTU DUELIST, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLERS DEELLRSU DUELLER, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLIST DEILLSTU duelist (dueler (one that duels (duel))) [n -S] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S] 

DULLNESS DELLNSSU state of being dull (mentally slow) [n -ES] 

DUNNITES DEINNSTU DUNNITE, explosive [n] 

DUOTONES DENOOSTU DUOTONE, illustration in two tones [n] 

DURATION ADINORTU continuance in time [n -S] 

DURESSES DEERSSSU DURESS, compulsion by threat [n] 

DUSTIEST DEISSTTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj] 

 

9-Point Face Value 

E 

EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EANLINGS AEGILNNS EANLING, yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n] 

EARNINGS AEGINNRS something earned [n EARNINGS] 

EARRINGS AEGINRRS EARRING, ornament for earlobe [n] 

EASTINGS AEGINSST EASTING, movement toward east [n] 

EDENTATE ADEEENTT toothless mammal [n -S] 

EDITIONS DEIINOST EDITION, particular series of printed material [n] 
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EDITRESS DEEIRSST female editor [n -ES] 

EELGRASS AEEGLRSS aquatic plant [n -ES] 

EGALITES AEEGILST EGALITE, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S] 

EGLATERE AEEEGLRT wild rose [n -S] 

EGOTISTS EGIOSSTT EGOTIST, conceited person [n] 

EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EIDOLONS DEILNOOS EIDOLON, phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n] 

ELATERID ADEEILRT elater (click beetle) [n -S] 

ELEGISES EEEGILSS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEGISTS EEGILSST ELEGIST, one that writes elegies [n] 

ELOIGNER EEGILNOR one that eloigns (to remove to distant place) [n -S] 

ELOINING EGIILNNO ELOIN, to eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

ELONGATE AEEGLNOT to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ENDNOTES DEENNOST ENDNOTE, note placed at end of text [n] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENDORSER DEENORRS one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document) [n -S] 

ENDORSES DEENORSS ENDORSE, to sign back of negotiable document [v] 

ENDORSOR DENOORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

ENDOSTEA ADEENOST bone membranes [n ENDOSTEA] 

ENDURERS DEENRRSU ENDURER, one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n] 

ENERGIES EEEGINRS ENERGY, capacity for vigorous activity [n] 

ENERGISE EEEGINRS to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINOUS EGINNOSU ingenious [adj] 

ENGRAILS AEGILNRS ENGRAIL, to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v] 

ENGRAINS AEGINNRS ENGRAIN, to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v] 

ENISLING EGIILNNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENLARGES AEEGLNRS ENLARGE, to make or become larger [v] 

ENLISTED DEEILNST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S] 

ENROLLED DEELLNOR ENROL, to enroll (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) [v] / ENROLL [v] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSNARED ADEENNRS ENSNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENSOULED DEELNOSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSURING EGINNRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTANGLE AEEGLNNT to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTITLED DEEILNTT ENTITLE, to give title to [v] 

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 
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ERINGOES EEGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

ESTATING AEGINSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTRAGON AEGNORST tarragon (perennial herb) [n -S] 

ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

ETAGERES AEEEGRST ETAGERE, ornamental stand [n] 

EUGENIAS AEEGINSU EUGENIA, tropical evergreen tree [n] 

EUGENIST EEGINSTU student of eugenics [n -S] 

EUGENOLS EEGLNOSU EUGENOL, aromatic liquid [n] 

EUGLENAS AEEGLNSU EUGLENA, freshwater protozoan [n] 

EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EULOGIAS AEGILOSU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EULOGIES EEGILOSU EULOGY, formal expression of high praise [n] 

EULOGISE EEGILOSU to eulogize (to praise highly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EULOGIST EGILOSTU one that eulogizes (to praise highly) [n -S] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 
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GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GAINLESS AEGILNSS profitless [adj] 

GAINLIER AEGIILNR GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GALATEAS AAAEGLST GALATEA, strong cotton fabric [n] 

GALENITE AEEGILNT galena (principal ore of lead) [n -S] 

GALETTES AEEGLSTT GALETTE, flat round cake [n] 

GALILEES AEEGILLS GALILEE, type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n] 

GALLANTS AAGLLNST GALLANT, to court woman [v] 

GALLATES AAEGLLST GALLATE, chemical salt [n] 

GALLEASS AAEGLLSS large war galley [n -ES] 

GALLEINS AEGILLNS GALLEIN, green dye [n] 

GALLEONS AEGLLNOS GALLEON, large sailing vessel [n] 

GALLERIA AAEGILLR roofed promenade or court [n -S] 

GALLETAS AAEGLLST GALLETA, perennial grass [n] 

GALLIASS AAGILLSS galleass (large war galley) [n -ES] 

GALLIOTS AGILLOST GALLIOT, small galley [n] 

GALLNUTS AGLLNSTU GALLNUT, abnormal swelling of plant tissue [n] 

GALLOONS AGLLNOOS GALLOON, ornamental braid [n] 

GALLOOTS AGLLOOST GALLOOT, galoot (awkward or uncouth person) [n] 

GALLUSES AEGLLSSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [n] 

GANISTER AEGINRST type of rock [n -S] 

GANTLETS AEGLNSTT GANTLET, to overlap railroad tracks [v] 

GANTLINE AEGILNNT rope on ship [n -S] 

GANTRIES AEGINRST GANTRY, structure for supporting railroad signals [n] 

GAROTTER AEGORRTT one that garottes (to garrote (to execute by strangling)) [n -S] 

GAROTTES AEGORSTT GAROTTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

GARRISON AGINORRS to assign to military post [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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GARROTER AEGORRRT one that garrotes (to execute by strangling) [n -S] 

GARROTES AEGORRST GARROTE, to execute by strangling [v] 

GARROTTE AEGORRTT to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

GASALIER AAEGILRS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASELIER AEEGILRS gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASOLENE AEEGLNOS gasoline (liquid fuel) [n -S] 

GASOLIER AEGILORS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASOLINE AEGILNOS liquid fuel [n -S] 

GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GASTNESS AEGNSSST fright [n -ES] 

GASTRAEA AAAEGRST type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -S] 

GASTREAS AAEGRSST GASTREA, gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n] 

GASTRINS AGINRSST GASTRIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

GASTRULA AAGLRSTU metazoan embryo [n -E, -S] 

GATELESS AEEGLSST lacking gate [adj] 

GAUNTEST AEGNSTTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

GAUNTLET AEGLNTTU to gantlet (to overlap railroad tracks) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GEARLESS AEEGLRSS being without gears [adj] 

GELATINE AEEGILNT gelatin (glutinous substance) [n -S] 

GELATINS AEGILNST GELATIN, glutinous substance [n] 

GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S] 

GELLANTS AEGLLNST GELLANT, substance used to produce gelling [n] 

GENERALS AEEGLNRS GENERAL, military officer [n] 

GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GENEROUS EEGNORSU willing to give [adj] 

GENETTES EEEGNSTT GENETTE, genet (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

GENISTAS AEGINSST GENISTA, shrub with yellow flowers [n] 

GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n GENITALS] 

GENITORS EGINORST GENITOR, male parent [n] 

GENITURE EEGINRTU birth [n -S] 

GENIUSES EEGINSSU GENIUS, exceptional natural aptitude [n] 

GENOISES EEGINOSS GENOISE, rich sponge cake [n] 

GENTIANS AEGINNST GENTIAN, flowering plant [n] 

GENTILES EEGILNST GENTILE, non-Jewish person [n] 

GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENTRIES EEGINRST GENTRY, people of high social class [n] 

GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S] 

GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

GESNERIA AEEGINRS designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

GESTALTS AEGLSSTT GESTALT, unified whole [n] 

GESTATES AEEGSSTT GESTATE, to carry in uterus during pregnancy [v] 

GESTURAL AEGLRSTU pertaining to or consisting of gestures (expressive bodily motions) [adj] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GESTURES EEGRSSTU GESTURE, to express by bodily motion [v] 

GIANTESS AEGINSST female giant [n -ES] 

GILLNETS EGILLNST GILLNET, to gill (to catch fish with type of net) [v] 
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GINNIEST EGIINNST GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GIRASOLE AEGILORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GIRASOLS AGILORSS GIRASOL, variety of opal [n] 

GIRLIEST EGIILRST GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GIROLLES EGILLORS GIROLLE, edible mushroom [n] 

GIROSOLS GILOORSS GIROSOL, girasol (variety of opal) [n] 

GITTERNS EGINRSTT GITTERN, medieval guitar [n] 

GLAIRIER AEGIILRR GLAIRY, resembling egg white [adj] 

GLARIEST AEGILRST GLARY, glaring [adj] 

GLASNOST AGLNOSST Soviet policy of open political discussion [n -S] 

GLASSIER AEGILRSS GLASSY, resembling glass [adj] 

GLASSIES AEGILSSS GLASSIE, type of playing marble [n] 

GLASSINE AEGILNSS type of paper [n -S] 

GLEANERS AEEGLNRS GLEANER, one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n] 

GLEETIER EEEGILRT GLEETY, resembling mucus (viscid bodily fluid) [adj] 

GLINTIER EGIILNRT GLINTY, glittering [adj] 

GLISTENS EGILNSST GLISTEN, to shine by reflection [v] 

GLISTERS EGILRSST GLISTER, to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v] 

GLITTERS EGILRSTT GLITTER, to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [v] 

GLOATERS AEGLORST GLOATER, one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n] 

GLONOINS GILNNOOS GLONOIN, nitroglycerin [n] 

GLORIOLE EGILLOOR halo [n -S] 

GLORIOUS GILOORSU magnificent [adj] 

GLOSSERS EGLORSSS GLOSSER, one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n] 

GLOSSIER EGILORSS GLOSSY, lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [adj] 

GLOSSIES EGILOSSS GLOSSY, type of photograph [n] 

GLOSSINA AGILNOSS tsetse fly [n -S] 

GLUINESS EGILNSSU state of being gluey (resembling glue) [n -ES] 

GLUTELIN EGILLNTU any of group of proteins occurring in cereal grains [n -S] 

GLUTENIN EGILNNTU protein of cereal grains that gives adhesiveness to bread dough [n -S] 

GLUTTONS GLNOSTTU GLUTTON, person who eats to excess [n] 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

GNATTIER AEGINRTT GNATTY, infested with gnats [adj] 

GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n] 

GOALLESS AEGLLOSS having no goal [adj] 

GOATIEST AEGIOSTT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GOITROUS GIOORSTU GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [adj] 

GONENESS EEGNNOSS state of exhaustion [n -ES] 

GOONIEST EGINOOST GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOOSIEST EGIOOSST GOOSEY, goosy (resembling goose (swimming bird)) [adj] / GOOSY [adj] 

GORILLAS AGILLORS GORILLA, large ape [n] 

GORINESS EGINORSS state of being gory (bloody (stained with blood)) [n -ES] 

GORSIEST EGIORSST GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

GOUTIEST EGIOSTTU GOUTY, affected with gout [adj] 

GRAINERS AEGINRRS GRAINER, one that grains (to form into small particles) [n] 
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GRAINIER AEGIINRR GRAINY, granular (composed of granules) [adj] 

GRANITAS AAGINRST GRANITA, iced dessert [n] 

GRANITES AEGINRST GRANITE, type of rock [n] 

GRANNIES AEGINNRS GRANNIE, granny (grandmother) [n] / GRANNY [n] 

GRANOLAS AAGLNORS GRANOLA, breakfast cereal [n] 

GRANTEES AEEGNRST GRANTEE, one to whom something is granted [n] 

GRANTERS AEGNRRST GRANTER, one that grants (to bestow upon) [n] 

GRANTORS AGNORRST GRANTOR, granter (one that grants (to bestow upon)) [n] 

GRANULAR AAGLNRRU composed of granules [adj] 

GRANULES AEGLNRSU GRANULE, small particle [n] 

GRASSIER AEGIRRSS GRASSY, of, resembling, or pertaining to grass [adj] 

GRATINEE AEEGINRT to cook food that is covered with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GREASERS AEEGRRSS GREASER, one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n] 

GREASIER AEEGIRRS GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adj] 

GREATENS AEEGNRST GREATEN, to make greater [v] 

GREATEST AEEGRSTT GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

GREENEST EEEGNRST GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIER EEEGINRR GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GREENIES EEEGINRS GREENIE, amphetamine pill [n] 

GREENLET EEEGLNRT vireo (small bird) [n -S] 

GREENLIT EEGILNRT GREENLIGHT, to give approval to [v] 

GREETERS EEEGRRST GREETER, one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n] 

GREISENS EEGINRSS GREISEN, type of rock [n] 

GRILLERS EGILLRRS GRILLER, one that grills (to broil on gridiron) [n] 

GRINNERS EGINNRRS GRINNER, one that grins (to smile broadly) [n] 

GRISEOUS EGIORSSU grayish (somewhat gray) [adj] 

GRISETTE EEGIRSTT young French working-class girl [n -S] 

GRISLIER EGIILRRS GRISLY, horrifying [adj] 

GRISTERS EGIRRSST GRISTER, one that grinds grain [n] 

GRISTLES EGILRSST GRISTLE, tough part of meat [n] 

GRITTERS EGIRRSTT GRITTER, one that grits (to press teeth together) [n] 

GRITTIER EGIIRRTT GRITTY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

GROANERS AEGNORRS GROANER, one that groans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

GROSSERS EGORRSSS GROSSER, product yielding large volume of business [n] 

GROSSEST EGORSSST GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] 

GROTTIER EGIORRTT GROTTY, wretched (extremely unhappy) [adj] 

GROTTOES EGOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n] 

GROUSERS EGORRSSU GROUSER, one that grouses (to complain (to express discontent)) [n] 

GROUTERS EGORRSTU GROUTER, one that grouts (to fill with thin mortar) [n] 

GROUTIER EGIORRTU GROUTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 

GRUELERS EEGLRRSU GRUELER, one that gruels (to disable by hard work) [n] 

GRUELLER EEGLLRRU grueler (one that gruels (to disable by hard work)) [n -S] 

GRUNIONS GINNORSU GRUNION, small food fish [n] 

GRUNTERS EGNRRSTU GRUNTER, one that grunts (to utter deep, guttural sound) [n] 

GRUNTLES EGLNRSTU GRUNTLE, to put in good humor [v] 

GUANASES AAEGNSSU GUANASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 
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GUANINES AEGINNSU GUANINE, chemical compound [n] 

GUARANAS AAAGNRSU GUARANA, South American shrub [n] 

GUARANIS AAGINRSU GUARANI, monetary unit of Paraguay [n] 

GUERILLA AEGILLRU member of small independent band of soldiers [n -S] 

GUESSERS EEGRSSSU GUESSER, one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n] 

GUILTIER EGIILRTU GUILTY, worthy of blame for offense [adj] 

GUNNERAS AEGNNRSU GUNNERA, plant with large leaves [n] 

GUSTIEST EGISSTTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUSTLESS EGLSSSTU having no gusts [adj] 

GUTSIEST EGISSTTU GUTSY, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

GUTTIEST EGISTTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 

GUTTLERS EGLRSTTU GUTTLER, one that guttles (to eat rapidly) [n] 

GUTTURAL AGLRTTUU throaty sound [n -S] 
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IDEALESS ADEEILSS IDEA, conception existing in mind [adj] 

IDEALISE ADEEIILS to idealize (to regard as perfect) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IDEALIST ADEIILST adherent of idealism (pursuit of noble goals) [n -S] 

IDEATION ADEIINOT act of ideating (to form idea) [n -S] 

IDLENESS DEEILNSS state of being idle (inactive (not active)) [n -ES] 

IDLESSES DEEILSSS IDLESSE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n] 

IDOLATER ADEILORT one that worships idols [n -S] 

IDOLATOR ADILOORT idolater (one that worships idols) [n -S] 

IDOLISER DEIILORS one that idolises (to idolize (to worship)) [n -S] 

IDOLISES DEIILOSS IDOLISE, to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v] 

IDONEOUS DEINOOSU suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

IGNATIAS AAGIINST IGNATIA, medicinal seed [n] 

IGNITERS EGIINRST IGNITER, one that ignites (to set on fire) [n] 

IGNITION GIIINNOT act of igniting (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITORS GIINORST IGNITOR, igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n] 

IGNITRON GIINNORT type of rectifier tube [n -S] 

IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj] 

IGNORERS EGINORRS IGNORER, one that ignores (to refuse to notice) [n] 

IGUANIAN AAGIINNU lizard related to iguana [n -S] 

ILLEGALS AEGILLLS ILLEGAL, person who enters country without authorization [n] 

INDENTER DEEINNRT one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly) [n -S] 

INDENTOR DEINNORT indenter (one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly)) [n -S] 

INDITERS DEIINRST INDITER, one that indites (to write or compose) [n] 

INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj] 

INDORSEE DEEINORS endorsee (one to whom document is transferred by endorsement) [n -S] 

INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INDORSES DEINORSS INDORSE, to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v] 

INDORSOR DINOORRS endorsor (endorser (one that endorses (endorse))) [n -S] 

INDULINE DEIILNNU blue dye [n -S] 

INDULINS DIILNNSU INDULIN, induline (blue dye) [n] 
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INDURATE ADEINRTU to make hard [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDUSIAL ADIILNSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [adj] 

INGENUES EEGINNSU INGENUE, naive young woman [n] 

INGRAINS AGIINNRS INGRAIN, to impress firmly on mind [v] 

INGRATES AEGINRST INGRATE, ungrateful person [n] 

INGUINAL AGIILNNU pertaining to groin [adj] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INNUENDO DEINNNOU to make derogatory implication [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSETTED DEEINSTT INSET, to insert (to put in) [v] 

INSIDERS DEIINRSS INSIDER, accepted member of clique [n] 

INSIGNIA AGIIINNS INSIGNE, insignia [n] / emblem of authority or honor [n -S] 

INSISTED DEIINSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSNARED ADEINNRS INSNARE, to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

INSOULED DEILNOSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSTATED ADEINSTT INSTATE, to place in office [v] 

INSULTED DEILNSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v] 

INSUREDS DEINRSSU INSURED, one who is insured [n] 

INSURING GIINNRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INTAGLIO AGIILNOT incised or sunken design [n -LI, -ES, -S] / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTEGERS EEGINRST INTEGER, whole number [n] 

INTEGRAL AEGILNRT total unit [n -S] 

INTEGRIN EGIINNRT class of animal proteins [n -S] 

INTENDER DEEINNRT one that intends (to have as specific aim or purpose) [n -S] 

INTERAGE AEEGINRT including persons of various ages [adj] 

INTERNED DEEINNRT INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INTITLED DEIILNTT INTITLE, to entitle (to give title to) [v] 

INTONING GIINNNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTORTED DEINORTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

INTRIGUE EGIINRTU to arouse curiosity of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

INTRUDER DEINRRTU one that intrudes (to thrust or force oneself in) [n -S] 

INTRUDES DEINRSTU INTRUDE, to thrust or force oneself in [v] 

INTUITED DEIINTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

INTURNED DEINNRTU INTURN, turning inward [adj] 

INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj] 

INUNDATE ADEINNTU to overwhelm with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

IODATION ADIINOOT act of iodating (to iodize (to treat with iodine)) [n -S] 

IODINATE ADEIINOT to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IONISING GIIINNOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONOGENS EGINNOOS IONOGEN, compound capable of forming ions [n] 

IRONINGS GIINNORS IRONING, clothes pressed or to be pressed [n] 

IRONISED DEIINORS IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

IRONSIDE DEIINORS man of great strength [n -S] 
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IRRIGATE AEGIIRRT to supply with water by artificial means [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOGONAL AGILNOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S] 

ISOGONES EGINOOSS ISOGONE, line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field [n] 

ISOLATED ADEILOST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

ISOLEADS ADEILOSS ISOLEAD, line on ballistic graph [n] 

ISOLOGUE EGILOOSU type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ITERATED ADEEIRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 
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LADRONES ADELNORS LADRONE, thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj] 

LAIRAGES AAEGILRS LAIRAGE, place where cattle are housed at markets [n] 

LALLANDS AADLLLNS LALLAND, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LANDLERS ADELLNRS LANDLER, slow Austrian dance [n] 

LANDLESS ADELLNSS owning no land [adj] 

LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S] 

LANGRELS AEGLLNRS LANGREL, langrage (shot formerly used in naval warfare) [n] 

LANGUETS AEGLNSTU LANGUET, tonguelike part [n] 

LANGUORS AGLNORSU LANGUOR, state of being languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [n] 

LANIARDS AADILNRS LANIARD, lanyard (fastening rope on ship) [n] 

LARDIEST ADEILRST LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

LARDOONS ADLNOORS LARDOON, lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n] 

LARGESSE AEEGLRSS largess (generosity) [n -ES] 

LARIATED AADEILRT LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LARIGANS AAGILNRS LARIGAN, leather boot [n] 

LARRIGAN AAGILNRR larigan (leather boot) [n -S] 

LASAGNAS AAAGLNSS LASAGNA, Italian baked dish [n] 

LASAGNES AAEGLNSS LASAGNE, lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n] 

LASERING AEGILNRS LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LASSOING AGILNOSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASTINGS AGILNSST LASTING, durable fabric [n] 

LATENING AEGILNNT LATEN, to become late [v] 

LATIGOES AEGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

LAUNDERS ADELNRSU LAUNDER, to wash clothes [v] 

LAURELED ADEELLRU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LEADIEST ADEEILST LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

LEADLESS ADEELLSS having no lead [adj] 

LEAGUERS AEEGLRSU LEAGUER, to besiege (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

LEANINGS AEGILNNS LEANING, tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n] 

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEASINGS AEGILNSS LEASING, falsehood [n] 
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LEGALESE AEEEGLLS specialized language of lawyers [n -S] 

LEGALISE AEEGILLS to legalize (to make lawful) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LEGALIST AEGILLST adherent of legalism (strict conformity to law) [n -S] 

LEGATEES AEEEGLST LEGATEE, inheritor of legacy [n] 

LEGATINE AEEGILNT pertaining to official envoy [adj] 

LEGATION AEGILNOT sending of official envoy [n -S] 

LEGATORS AEGLORST LEGATOR, one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n] 

LEISURED DEEILRSU LEISURE, freedom from demands of work or duty [adj] 

LENITING EGIILNNT LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

LENSINGS EGILNNSS LENSING, act or instance of filming motion picture [n] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LENTOIDS DEILNOST LENTOID, object shaped like lens [n] 

LEOTARDS ADELORST LEOTARD, close-fitting garment [n] 

LESIONED DEEILNOS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LESSENED DEEELNSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LESSONED DEELNOSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v] 

LETTERED DEEELRTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LIAISING AGIIILNS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIGATION AGIILNOT act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S]  

LIGATURE AEGILRTU to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LIGNITES EGIILNST LIGNITE, type of coal [n] 

LIGROINE EGIILNOR ligroin (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LIGROINS GIILNORS LIGROIN, flammable liquid [n] 

LIGULATE AEGILLTU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [adj] 

LINDANES ADEILNNS LINDANE, insecticide [n] 

LINEAGES AEEGILNS LINEAGE, direct descent from ancestor [n] 

LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj] 

LINGERER EEGILNRR one that lingers (to delay leaving) [n -S] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -S] 

LINGIEST EGIILNST LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINGUALS AGILLNSU LINGUAL, sound articulated with tongue [n] 

LINGUINE EGIILNNU linguini (type of pasta (food made of dough)) [n -S] 

LINGUINI GIIILNNU type of pasta (food made of dough) [n -S] 

LINGUISA AGIILNSU linguica (spicy Portuguese sausage) [n -S] 

LINGUIST GIILNSTU person skilled in several languages [n -S] 

LINGULAE AEGILLNU LINGULA, organ or process shaped like tongue [n] 

LINGULAR AGILLNRU LINGULA, organ or process shaped like tongue [adj] 

LINSANGS AGILNNSS LINSANG, carnivorous mammal [n] 

LINSEEDS DEEILNSS LINSEED, flaxseed (seed of flax) [n] 

LINTELED DEEILLNT LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [adj] 

LIONISED DEIILNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LISTENED DEEILNST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

LISTINGS GIILNSST LISTING, something that is listed [n] 

LITIGANT AGIILNTT one who is engaged in lawsuit [n -S] 

LITIGATE AEGIILTT to subject to legal proceedings [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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LITTERED DEEILRTT LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v] 

LOADSTAR AADLORST lodestar (star used as point of reference) [n -S] 

LOANINGS AGILNNOS LOANING, lane (narrow passageway) [n] 

LODESTAR ADELORST star used as point of reference [n -S] 

LOGINESS EGILNOSS state of being logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [n -ES] 

LOGROLLS GLLLOORS LOGROLL, to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v] 

LOITERED DEEILORT LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S] 

LONGLINE EGILLNNO type of fishing line [n -S] 

LONGNESS EGLNNOSS state of being long (extending for considerable distance) [n -ES] 

LONGUEUR EGLNORUU dull and tedious section [n -S] 

LOOSENED DEELNOOS LOOSEN, to make looser [v] 

LOOTINGS GILNOOST LOOTING, act of stealing goods left unprotected [n] 

LORDLESS DELLORSS having no lord [adj] 

LORDLIER DEILLORR LORDLY, of or befitting lord [adj] 

LORDOSES DELOORSS LORDOSIS, curvature of spinal column [n] 

LORDOSIS DILOORSS curvature of spinal column [n -SES] 

LORGNONS GLNNOORS LORGNON, pair of eyeglasses with handle [n] 

LOUDLIER DEILLORU LOUDLY, in loud (strongly audible) manner [adv] 

LOUDNESS DELNOSSU quality of being loud (strongly audible) [n -ES] 

LOUNGERS EGLNORSU LOUNGER, one that lounges (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [n] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LUGSAILS AGILLSSU LUGSAIL, type of sail [n] 

LUNGLESS EGLLNSSU having no lung [adj] 

LURDANES ADELNRSU LURDANE, lurdan (lazy or stupid person) [n] 

LUSTERED DEELRSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 

LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S] / LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 
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NANDINAS AADINNNS NANDINA, Asian shrub [n] 

NARGILES AEGILNRS NARGILE, narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n] 

NARRATED AADENRRT NARRATE, to tell story [v] 

NATTERED ADEENRTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

NEARSIDE ADEEINRS left side [n -S] 

NEATENED ADEEENNT NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEEDIEST DEEEINST NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLERS DEEELNRS NEEDLER, one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n] 

NEEDLESS DEEELNSS not necessary [adj] 

NEGATERS AEEGNRST NEGATER, one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n] 

NEGATION AEGINNOT act of negating (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NEGATONS AEGNNOST NEGATON, negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n] 

NEGATORS AEGNORST NEGATOR, negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n] 

NEGATRON AEGNNORT electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

NEGRONIS EGINNORS NEGRONI, alcoholic beverage [n] 

NERDIEST DEEINRST NERDY, socially inept [adj] 
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NEREIDES DEEEINRS NEREIS, marine worm [n] 

NESTLING EGILNNST young bird [n -S] / NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NETTINGS EGINNSTT NETTING, net [n] 

NETTLING EGILNNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NEUTERED DEEENRTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NIAGARAS AAAGINRS NIAGARA, outpouring or deluge [n] 

NIDATION ADIINNOT act of nidating (to become implanted in uterus) [n -S] 

NIELLOED DEEILLNO NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v] 

NIGELLAS AEGILLNS NIGELLA, annual herb [n] 

NIGROSIN GIINNORS type of dye [n -S] 

NITRATED ADEINRTT NITRATE, to treat with nitric acid [v] 

NITRIDES DEIINRST NITRIDE, to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v] 

NITROGEN EGINNORT gaseous element [n -S] 

NODULOSE DELNOOSU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NODULOUS DLNOOSUU NODULE, small node [adj] 

NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S] 

NONAGONS AGNNNOOS NONAGON, nine-sided polygon [n] 

NONGLARE AEGLNNOR lack of glare (harsh brilliant light) [n -S] 

NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green (of color of growing foliage) [adj] 

NONGUEST EGNNOSTU one who is not guest [n -S] 

NONGUILT GILNNOTU absence of guilt [n -S] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NONLEGAL AEGLLNNO not legal [adj] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

NONSOLID DILNNOOS substance that is not solid [n -S] 

NONSUGAR AGNNORSU substance that is not sugar [n -S] 

NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal (pertaining to tides) [adj] 

NONUSING GINNNOSU not using (to put into service) [adj] 

NOONINGS GINNNOOS NOONING, meal eaten at noon [n] 

NOONTIDE DEINNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NORLANDS ADLNNORS NORLAND, region in north [n] 

NOTATING AGINNOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NUDENESS DEENNSSU nudity (state of being nude (being without clothing or covering)) [n -S] 

NUDITIES DEIINSTU NUDITY, state of being nude (being without clothing or covering) [n] 

NURSINGS GINNRSSU NURSING, profession of one who nurses [n] 

NURSLING GILNNRSU infant (child in earliest stages of life) [n -S] 

NURTURED DENRRTUU NURTURE, to nourish (to sustain with food) [v] 

NUTATING AGINNTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v] 

NUTGALLS AGLLNSTU NUTGALL, gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n] 

NUTGRASS AGNRSSTU perennial herb [n -ES] 

NUTTINGS GINNSTTU NUTTING, act of gathering nuts [n] 
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ODONATES ADENOOST ODONATE, any of order of predacious insects [n] 

ODORANTS ADNOORST ODORANT, odorous substance [n] 
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ODORLESS DELOORSS having no odor [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OERSTEDS DEEORSST OERSTED, unit of magnetic intensity [n] 

OGRESSES EEGORSSS OGRESS, female ogre [n] 

OILSEEDS DEEILOSS OILSEED, seed from which oil is pressed out [n] 

OLDSTERS DELORSST OLDSTER, old person [n] 

OLEANDER ADEELNOR flowering shrub [n -S] 

OLIGURIA AGIILORU reduced excretion of urine [n -S] 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO OLLIE, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

OLOGISTS GILOOSST OLOGIST, expert in particular ology [n] 

OOGENIES EEGINOOS OOGENY, development of ova [n] 

OOGONIAL AGILNOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [adj] 

OOLOGIES EGILOOOS OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [n] 

OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S] 

ORANGIER AEGINORR ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY [adj] 

ORDAINER ADEINORR one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

ORDERERS DEEORRRS ORDERER, one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n] 

ORDINALS ADILNORS ORDINAL, number designating position in series [n] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

ORDUROUS DOORRSUU ORDURE, manure [adj] 

OREGANOS AEGNOORS OREGANO, aromatic herb used as seasoning [n] 

OREODONT DENOOORT extinct sheep-sized mammal [n -S] 

ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORGANIST AGINORST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S] 

ORGANONS AGNNOORS ORGANON, system of rules for scientific investigation [n] 

ORGIASTS AGIORSST ORGIAST, one who participates in orgy [n] 

ORGULOUS GLOORSUU proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S] 

OSTEOIDS DEIOOSST OSTEOID, uncalcified bone matrix [n] 

OTALGIAS AAGILOST OTALGIA, pain in ear [n] 

OTALGIES AEGILOST OTALGY, otalgia (pain in ear) [n] 

OTITIDES DEIIOSTT OTITIS, inflammation of ear [n] 

OUTARGUE AEGORTUU to get better of by arguing [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTDARES ADEORSTU OUTDARE, to surpass in daring [v] 

OUTDATES ADEOSTTU OUTDATE, to make out-of-date [v] 

OUTDOERS DEOORSTU OUTDOER, one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n] 

OUTDOORS DOOORSTU in open air [adv] 

OUTDRESS DEORSSTU to surpass in dressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTDUELS DELOSTUU OUTDUEL, to surpass in dueling [v] 

OUTGAINS AGINOSTU OUTGAIN, to gain more than [v] 

OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTGRINS GINORSTU OUTGRIN, to surpass in grinning [v] 

OUTGROSS GOORSSTU to surpass in gross earnings [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGUESS EGOSSTUU to anticipate actions of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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OUTLANDS ADLNOSTU OUTLAND, foreign land [n] 

OUTLEADS ADELOSTU OUTLEAD, to surpass in leading [v] 

OUTLINED DEILNOTU OUTLINE, to indicate main features or different parts of [v] 

OUTRAGES AEGORSTU OUTRAGE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRATED ADEORTTU OUTRATE, to surpass in rating [v] 

OUTREADS ADEORSTU OUTREAD, to surpass in reading [v] 

OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OUTRIDES DEIORSTU OUTRIDE, to ride faster or better than [v] 

OUTRINGS GINORSTU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTSIDER DEIORSTU one that does not belong to particular group [n -S] 

OUTSIDES DEIOSSTU OUTSIDE, outer side, surface, or part [n] 

OUTSINGS GINOSSTU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

OUTSTAND ADNOSTTU to endure beyond [v OUTSTOOD, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTOOD DOOOSTTU OUTSTAND, to endure beyond [v] 

OUTTRADE ADEORTTU to get better of in trade [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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RADIALIA AAADIILR RADIALE, bone of carpus [n] 

RADIANTS AADINRST RADIANT, point from which rays are emitted [n] 

RADIATES AADEIRST RADIATE, to emit rays [v] 

RADIATOR AADIORRT heating device [n -S] 

RADIUSES ADEIRSSU RADIUS, straight line from center of circle to circumference [n] / RADIUS, to give rounded form to [v] 

RAILINGS AGIILNRS RAILING, fence-like barrier [n] 

RAILROAD AADILORR to transport by railroad (type of road on which locomotives are run) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAISINGS AGIINRSS RAISING, elevation [n] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANGIEST AEGINRST RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RANTINGS AGINNRST loud and angry comments [n -S] 

RASSLING AGILNRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RATIONED ADEINORT RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RATOONED ADENOORT RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATTENED ADEENRTT RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

RATTLING AGILNRTT ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n -S] / RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

READIEST ADEEIRST READY, prepared [adj] 

READORNS ADENORRS READORN, to adorn again [v] 

READOUTS ADEORSTU READOUT, presentation of computer data [n] 

REAGENTS AEEGNRST REAGENT, substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n] 

REALGARS AAEGLRRS REALGAR, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

REALIGNS AEGILNRS REALIGN, to align again [v] 

REALISED ADEEILRS REALISE, to realize (to understand completely) [v] 

REARGUES AEEGRRSU REARGUE, to argue again [v] 

REARINGS AEGINRRS REARING, act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n] 

REASONED ADEENORS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

REASSIGN AEGINRSS to assign again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REDENIES DEEEINRS REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S] 

REDLINES DEEILNRS REDLINE, to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v] 

REDOLENT DEELNORT fragrant (having pleasant odor) [adj] 

REDRILLS DEILLRRS REDRILL, to drill again [v] 

REDROOTS DEOORRST REDROOT, perennial herb [n] 

REDSTART ADERRSTT small songbird [n -S] 

REDTAILS ADEILRST REDTAIL, type of hawk [n] 

REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEDIEST DEEEIRST REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REELINGS EEGILNRS REELING, sustained noise [n] 

REESTING EEGINRST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REGAINER AEEGINRR one that regains (to gain again) [n -S] 

REGALERS AEEGLRRS REGALER, one that regales (to delight (to give great pleasure to)) [n] 

REGATTAS AAEGRSTT REGATTA, boat race [n] 

REGELATE AEEEGLRT to refreeze ice by reducing pressure [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REGENTAL AEEGLNRT REGENT, one who rules in place of sovereign [adj] 

REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S] 

REGISTER EEGIRRST to record officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGOSOLS EGLOORSS REGOSOL, type of soil [n] 

REGRANTS AEGNRRST REGRANT, to grant again [v] 

REGRATES AEEGRRST REGRATE, to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v] 

REGREENS EEEGNRRS REGREEN, to green again [v] 

REGREETS EEEGRRST REGREET, to greet in return [v] 

REGULARS AEGLRRSU REGULAR, habitual customer [n] 

REGULATE AEEGLRTU to control according to rule [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGULINE EEGILNRU REGULUS, mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [adj] 

REIGNITE EEGIINRT to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINDEER DEEEINRR large deer [n -S] 

REISSUED DEEIRSSU REISSUE, to issue again [v] 

RELATING AEGILNRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELEASED ADEEELRS RELEASE, to set free [v] 

RELEGATE AEEEGLRT to assign (to set apart for particular purpose) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELENTED DEEELNRT RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELIGION EGIILNOR worship of god or supernatural [n -S] 

RELINING EGIILNNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELISTED DEEILRST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELOADER ADEELORR one that reloads (to load again) [n -S] 

RELOANED ADEELNOR RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENDERER DEEENRRR one that renders (to cause to be or become) [n -S] 

RENEGERS EEEGNRRS RENEGER, one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n] 

RENEGUES EEEGNRSU RENEGUE, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v] 

RENESTED DEEENRST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REORDERS DEEORRRS REORDER, to order again [v] 

RERAISED ADEEIRRS RERAISE, to raise again [v] 

RERENTED DEEENRRT RERENT, to rent again [v] 

RERISING EGIINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

REROLLED DEELLORR REROLL, to roll again [v] 

REROUTED DEEORRTU REROUTE, to route again [v] 

RESAILED ADEEILRS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESEALED ADEEELRS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATED ADEEERST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESEEING EEEGINRS RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESENTED DEEENRST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S] 

RESIDERS DEEIRRSS RESIDER, resident (one who resides) [n] 

RESIDUAL ADEILRSU something left over [n -S] 

RESIDUES DEEIRSSU RESIDUE, something remaining after removal of part [n] 

RESIGNER EEGINRRS one that resigns (to give up one's office or position) [n -S] 

RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESINING EGIINNRS RESIN, to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants) [v] 

RESINOID DEIINORS resinous substance [n -S] 

RESISTED DEEIRSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESITING EGIINRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESLATED ADEELRST RESLATE, to slate again [v] 

RESOLDER DEELORRS to solder again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOLING EGILNORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESORTED DEEORRST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

RESOUNDS DENORSSU RESOUND, to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v] 

RESTAGES AEEGRSST RESTAGE, to stage again [v] 

RESTATED ADEERSTT RESTATE, to state again [v] 

RESTORED DEEORRST RESTORE, to bring back to former or original condition [v] 

RESTRING EGINRRST to string again [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

RESTRUNG EGNRRSTU RESTRING, to string again [v] 

RESULTED DEELRSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v] 

RESURGES EEGRRSSU RESURGE, to rise again [v] 

RETAILED ADEEILRT RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETARDER ADEERRRT one that retards (to slow progress of) [n -S] 

RETARGET AEEGRRTT to target again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETASTED ADEERSTT RETASTE, to taste again [v] 

RETESTED DEEERSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETINOID DEIINORT compound analogous to vitamin [n -S] 

RETINTED DEEINRTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETINUED DEEINRTU RETINUE, group of attendants [adj] 

RETIRING EGIINRRT shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [adj] / RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETITLED DEEILRTT RETITLE, to title again [v] 
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RETOOLED DEELOORT RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETORTED DEEORRTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

RETREADS ADEERRST RETREAD, to furnish with new tread [v] 

RETUNING EGINNRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETURNED DEENRRTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

REUNITED DEEINRTU REUNITE, to unite again [v] 

RIDOTTOS DIOORSTT RIDOTTO, public musical entertainment in 18th century England [n] 

RIESLING EGIILNRS white Rhine wine [n -S] 

RIGATONI AGIINORT tubular pasta [n -S] 

RIGORIST GIIORRST one that professes rigorism [n -S] 

RIGOROUS GIOORRSU characterized by rigor [adj] 

RINDLESS DEILNRSS lacking rind [adj] 

RINGETTE EEGINRTT team sport for women played on ice using rubber ring [n -S] 

RINGLESS EGILNRSS being without ring [adj] 

RINGLETS EGILNRST RINGLET, curly lock of hair [n] 

RINGSTER EGINRRST one of group of people united for political or economic reasons [n -S] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

RINGTONE EGINNORT sound made by cell phone when receiving call [n -S] 

RINGTOSS GINORSST game in which object is to toss ring onto upright stick [n -ES] 

RINSINGS GIINNRSS RINSING, act of one that rinses [n] 

RIOTINGS GIINORST RIOTING, violent public disturbance [n] 

ROADLESS ADELORSS having no roads [adj] 

ROADSTER ADEORRST light, open automobile [n -S] 

ROARINGS AGINORRS ROARING, loud, deep sound [n] 

ROASTING AGINORST severe criticism [n -S] / ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

ROENTGEN EEGNNORT unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

ROGATION AGINOORT proposal of law in ancient Rome [n -S] 

ROLLINGS GILLNORS ROLLING, act of one that rolls [n] 

RONDELET DEELNORT rondeau of 5 or 7 lines [n -S] 

RONDELLE DEELLNOR rondel (rondeau of 14 lines) [n -S] 

RONDURES DENORRSU RONDURE, circle or sphere [n] 

RONTGENS EGNNORST RONTGEN, roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n] 

ROOSTING GINOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOTAGES AEGOORST ROOTAGE, system of roots [n] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROSESLUG EGLORSSU larval sawfly that eats rose leaves [n -S] 

ROSETTED DEEORSTT ROSETTE, ornament resembling rose [adj] 

ROSINING GIINNORS ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

ROSTERED DEEORRST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

ROTATING AGINORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTUNDAS ADNORSTU ROTUNDA, round building [n] 

ROTUNDER DENORRTU ROTUND, marked by roundness [adj] 

ROULADES ADELORSU ROULADE, musical embellishment [n] 

ROUNDELS DELNORSU ROUNDEL, round figure or object [n] 

ROUNDERS DENORRSU ROUNDER, tool for rounding [n] 

ROUNDEST DENORSTU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] 
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ROUNDLET DELNORTU small circle [n -S] 

ROUSTING GINORSTU ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

ROUTEING EGINORTU ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

RUDENESS DEENRSSU quality of being rude (discourteous or impolite) [n -ES] 

RUDERALS ADELRRSU RUDERAL, plant growing in poor land [n] 

RUDERIES DEEIRRSU RUDERY, rude act [n] 

RUGULOSE EGLORSUU having small wrinkles [adj] 

RUINATED ADEINRTU RUINATE, to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

RUNAGATE AAEGNRTU deserter (one that deserts (to abandon)) [n -S] 

RUNDLETS DELNRSTU RUNDLET, small barrel [n] 

RUNGLESS EGLNRSSU RUNG, crosspiece forming step of ladder [adj] 

RUNNINGS GINNNRSU RUNNING, race [n] 

RUNROUND DNNORRUU evasive action [n -S] 

RUSSETED DEERSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 

RUSTLING GILNRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 
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SADIRONS ADINORSS SADIRON, heavy flatiron [n] 

SAGENESS AEEGNSSS wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -S] 

SAGITTAL AAGILSTT resembling arrow or arrowhead [adj] 

SAGUAROS AAGORSSU SAGUARO, tall cactus [n] 

SAILINGS AGIILNSS SAILING, act of one that sails [n] 

SAINTING AGIINNST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SALARIED AADEILRS SALARY, to pay periodic, fixed compensation to [v] 

SALTINGS AGILNSST SALTING, land regularly flooded by tides [n] 

SALUTING AGILNSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj] 

SANDLOTS ADLNOSST SANDLOT, vacant lot [n] 

SANGAREE AAEEGNRS alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

SANGRAIL AAGILNRS legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper [n -S] 

SANGREAL AAEGLNRS sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S] 

SANGRIAS AAGINRSS SANGRIA, alcoholic beverage [n] 

SANGUINE AEGINNSU red color [n -S] 

SANIDINE ADEIINNS glassy variety of feldspar [n -S] 

SARANGIS AAGINRSS SARANGI, stringed instrument of India [n] 

SARDANAS AAADNRSS SARDANA, Spanish folk dance [n] 

SARDINES ADEINRSS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SARGASSA AAAGRSSS SARGASSO, brownish seaweed [n] 

SARGASSO AAGORSSS brownish seaweed [n -SSA, -ES, -S] 

SARODIST ADIORSST one who plays sarod [n -S] 

SASTRUGA AAGRSSTU ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions [n -GI] 

SASTRUGI AGIRSSTU SASTRUGA, ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions [n] 

SATIATED AADEISTT SATIATE, to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

SATINING AGIINNST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 
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SATSANGS AAGNSSST SATSANG, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n] 

SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SAUSAGES AAEGSSSU SAUSAGE, finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n] 

SAUTEING AEGINSTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES] 

SEAGULLS AEGLLSSU SEAGULL, gull frequenting sea [n] 

SEALINGS AEGILNSS SEALING, hunting of seals [n] 

SEASIDES ADEEISSS SEASIDE, seashore (land bordering on sea) [n] 

SEASONED ADEENOSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SEATINGS AEGINSST SEATING, material for covering seats [n] 

SEDATEST ADEESSTT SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SEDATION ADEINOST reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

SEDERUNT DEENRSTU prolonged sitting [n -S] 

SEDITION DEIINOST incitement of rebellion against government [n -S] 

SEDULOUS DELOSSUU diligent (persevering) [adj] 

SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDLESS DEEELSSS having no seeds [adj] 

SEIGNEUR EEGINRSU seignior (feudal lord) [n -S] 

SEIGNIOR EGIINORS feudal lord [n -S] 

SEININGS EGIINNSS SEINING, act of catching fish with seine [n] 

SEISINGS EGIINSSS SEISING, seizing (act of one that seizes) [n] 

SELENIDE DEEEILNS compound of selenium [n -S] 

SENSATED ADEENSST SENSATE, to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v] 

SERAGLIO AEGILORS harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n -S] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERGEANT AEEGNRST noncommissioned military officer [n -S] 

SERIATED ADEEIRST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SERINGAS AEGINRSS SERINGA, Brazilian tree [n] 

SERRANID ADEINRRS marine fish [n -S] 

SERRATED ADEERRST SERRATE, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

SETTINGS EGINSSTT SETTING, scenery used in dramatic production [n] 

SETTLING EGILNSTT sediment [n -S] / SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SIALIDAN AADIILNS sialid (alderfly (winged insect)) [n -S] 

SIDELESS DEEILSSS having no sides [adj] 

SIDELINE DEEIILNS to put out of action [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SIDEREAL ADEEILRS pertaining to stars [adj] 

SIDERITE DEEIIRST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

SIGNALER AEGILNRS one that signals (to notify by means of communication) [n -S] 

SIGNIORI GIIINORS SIGNIOR, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 

SIGNIORS GIINORSS SIGNIOR, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 

SIGNORAS AGINORSS SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

SILURIDS DIILRSSU SILURID, any of family of catfishes [n] 

SILUROID DIILORSU silurid (any of family of catfishes) [n -S] 

SINGLETS EGILNSST SINGLET, man's undershirt or jersey [n] 

SINGULAR AGILNRSU word form that denotes one person or thing [n -S] 

SINTERED DEEINRST SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v] 
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SINUATED ADEINSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SINUSOID DIINOSSU mathematical curve [n -S] 

SISTERED DEEIRSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SISTROID DIIORSST included between convex sides of two intersecting curves [adj] 

SITTINGS GIINSSTT SITTING, meeting or session [n] 

SITUATED ADEISTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position [v] 

SLANDERS ADELNRSS SLANDER, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

SLANGIER AEGILNRS SLANGY, being or containing slang [adj] 

SLANTING AGILNNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLATINGS AGILNSST SLATING, act of one that slates [n] 

SLATTING AGILNSTT material for making slats [n -S] / SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLEETING EEGILNST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLINGERS EGILNRSS SLINGER, one that slings (to throw with sudden motion) [n] 

SLITTING GIILNSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLOTTING GILNOSTT SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

SLURRIED DEILRRSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRING GILNRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SNARLING AGILNNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNEERING EEGINNRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNELLING EGILLNNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIGLETS EGILNSST SNIGLET, word coined for something not having name [n] 

SNOOLING GILNNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOTING GINNOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNORINGS GINNORSS SNORING, act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n] 

SNORTING GINNORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SNOUTING GINNOSTU SNOUT, to provide with nozzle [v] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 

SOARINGS AGINORSS SOARING, sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n] 

SODALESS ADELOSSS SODA, type of chemical compound [adj] 

SODALIST ADILOSST member of sodality [n -S] 

SODALITE ADEILOST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

SOILAGES AEGILOSS SOILAGE, green crops for feeding animals [n] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S] 

SOLATING AGILNOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLDERER DEELORRS one that solders (to join closely together) [n -S] 

SOLDIERS DEILORSS SOLDIER, to perform military service [v] 

SOLENOID DEILNOOS type of electric coil [n -S] 

SOLIDEST DEILOSST SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLITUDE DEILOSTU state of being alone (apart from others) [n -S] 

SONGLESS EGLNOSSS incapable of singing [adj] 

SONGSTER EGNORSST singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

SONNETED DEENNOST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SORDINES DEINORSS SORDINE, device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n] 

SORTINGS GINORSST SORTING, separating of items into groups [n] 

SOUNDERS DENORSSU SOUNDER, one that sounds (to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)) [n] 
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SOUNDEST DENOSSTU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOURDINE DEINORSU sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -S] 

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STAGIEST AEGISSTT STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STAGNANT AAGNNSTT not moving or flowing [adj] 

STAGNATE AAEGNSTT to become stagnant [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STAIDEST ADEISSTT STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STAINING AGIINNST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STALLING AGILLNST STALL, to stop progress of [v] 

STANDEES ADEENSST STANDEE, one who stands because of lack of seats [n] 

STANDERS ADENRSST STANDER, one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n] 

STANDOUT ADNOSTTU one that shows marked superiority [n -S] 

STARDUST ADRSSTTU romantic quality [n -S] 

STARLING AGILNRST European bird [n -S] 

STARRING AGINRRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARTING AGINRSTT START, to set out [v] 

STARTLED ADELRSTT STARTLE, to frighten or surprise suddenly [v] 

STATURED ADERSTTU STATURE, natural height of human or animal body [adj] 

STEADIER ADEEIRST STEADY, firm in position [adj] / one that steadies (to make steady) [n -S] 

STEADIES ADEEISST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEALAGE AAEEGLST theft (act of stealing (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

STEALING AEGILNST act of one that steals [n -S] / STEAL, to take without right or permission [v] 

STEELING EEGILNST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEERAGE AEEEGRST act of steering (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEERING EEGINRST act of directing course of vehicle or vessel [n -S] / STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STENOSED DEENOSST affected with stenosis [adj] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STERLING EGILNRST British money [n -S] 

STEROIDS DEIORSST STEROID, type of chemical compound [n] 

STETTING EGINSTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STILLAGE AEGILLST low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S] 

STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILTING GIILNSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STINGERS EGINRSST STINGER, one that stings (to prick painfully) [n] 

STINGIER EGIINRST STINGY, unwilling to spend or give [adj] 

STINTING GIINNSTT STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

STIRRING GIINRRST beginning of motion [n -S] / STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj] 

STOOLING GILNOOST STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

STORAGES AEGORSST STORAGE, place for storing [n] 

STOTTING GINOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRANDER ADENRRST machine that twists fibers into rope [n -S] 

STRANGER AEGNRRST STRANGE, unusual or unfamiliar [adj] / to estrange (to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRANGES AEGNRSST STRANGE, fundamental quark [n] 

STRANGLE AEGLNRST to choke to death [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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STREELED DEEELRST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETED DEEERSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [adj] 

STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

STRIATED ADEIRSTT STRIATE, to mark with striae [v] 

STRIDENT DEINRSTT shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

STRIDERS DEIRRSST STRIDER, one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n] 

STRIDORS DIORRSST STRIDOR, strident sound [n] 

STRIGILS GIILRSST STRIGIL, scraping instrument [n] 

STRIGOSE EGIORSST covered with short, stiff hairs [adj] 

STRINGER EGINRRST one that strings (to provide with strings (slender cords)) [n -S] 

STROLLED DELLORST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STRONGER EGNORRST STRONG, having great strength [adj] 

STRUDELS DELRSSTU STRUDEL, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

STRUNTED DENRSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

STRUTTED DERSTTTU STRUT, to walk with pompous air [v] 

STUDENTS DENSSTTU STUDENT, person formally engaged in learning [n] 

STUDIERS DEIRSSTU STUDIER, one that studies (to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge) [n] 

STUDIOUS DIOSSTUU given to study [adj] 

STUDLIER DEILRSTU STUDLY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

STUNNING GINNNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

STUNTING GINNSTTU STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 

STURDIER DEIRRSTU STURDY, strong and durable [adj] 

STURDIES DEIRSSTU STURDY, disease of sheep [n] 

STURGEON EGNORSTU edible fish [n -S] 

SUDARIES ADEIRSSU SUDARY, sudarium (cloth for wiping face) [n] 

SUDATION ADINOSTU excessive sweating [n -S] 

SUDSIEST DEISSSTU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj] 

SUGARERS AEGRRSSU SUGARER, one that makes sugar [n] 

SUGARIER AEGIRRSU SUGARY, containing or resembling sugar [adj] 

SUITINGS GIINSSTU SUITING, fabric for making suits [n] 

SULLAGES AEGLLSSU SULLAGE, sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n] 

SUNDERER DEENRRSU one that sunders (to break apart) [n -S] 

SUNDIALS ADILNSSU SUNDIAL, type of time-telling device [n] 

SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n ES] 

SUNDRIES DEINRSSU miscellaneous items [n -S] 

SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 

SUNLANDS ADLNNSSU SUNLAND, area marked by great amount of sunshine [n] 

SURGEONS EGNORSSU SURGEON, one who practices surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [n] 

SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUTURING GINRSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v] 
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TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TAGLINES AEGILNST TAGLINE, final line of play or joke that makes point [n] 
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TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAINTING AGIINNTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 

TALENTED ADEELNTT TALENT, special natural ability [adj] 

TALLAGES AAEGLLST TALLAGE, to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v] 

TANAGERS AAEGNRST TANAGER, brightly colored bird [n] 

TANDOORI ADINOORT TANDOOR, clay oven [n] / food cooked in tandoor [n -S] 

TANDOORS ADNOORST TANDOOR, clay oven [n] 

TANGELOS AEGLNOST TANGELO, citrus fruit [n] 

TANGENTS AEGNNSTT TANGENT, straight line in contact with curve at one point [n] 

TANGIEST AEGINSTT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TANGLERS AEGLNRST TANGLER, one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n] 

TANGLIER AEGILNRT TANGLY, tangled [adj] 

TANNAGES AAEGNNST TANNAGE, process of tanning [n] 

TANNINGS AGINNNST TANNING, process of converting hides into leather [n] 

TARDIEST ADEIRSTT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARRAGON AAGNORRT perennial herb [n -S] 

TASSELED ADEELSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TASTINGS AGINSSTT TASTING, gathering for sampling wines or foods [n] 

TATTERED ADEERTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TATTINGS AGINSTTT TATTING, delicate handmade lace [n] 

TATTLING AGILNTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TAUNTING AGINNTTU TAUNT, to challenge or reproach sarcastically [v] 

TAUTAUGS AAGSTTUU TAUTAUG, tautog (marine fish) [n] 

TAUTENED ADEENTTU TAUTEN, to make taut [v] 

TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

TEETERED DEEEERTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TELNETED DEEELNTT TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [v] 

TELOGENS EEGLNOST TELOGEN, hair growth period [n]   

TENANTED ADEENNTT TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v] 

TENDERER DEEENRRT TENDER, soft or delicate [adj] / one that tenders (to present for acceptance) [n -S] 

TENDRILS DEILNRST TENDRIL, leafless organ of climbing plants [n] 

TENONING EGINNNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENTAGES AEEGNSTT TENTAGE, supply of tents [n] 

TENTERED DEEENRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TENURING EGINNRTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

TERATOID ADEIORTT TERATISM, malformed fetus [adj] 

TERGITES EEGIRSTT TERGITE, tergum (back part of segment of arthropod) [n] 

TESTINGS EGINSSTT TESTING, act of evaluating one by examination [n] 

TESTUDOS DEOSSTTU TESTUDO, portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n] 

TETANOID ADEINOTT TETANUS, infectious disease [adj] 

TETRAGON AEGNORTT four-sided polygon [n -S] 

TETRODES DEEORSTT TETRODE, type of electron tube [n] 
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TIDELESS DEEILSST lacking tide [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TILLAGES AEGILLST TILLAGE, cultivated land [n] 

TILLERED DEEILLRT TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v] 

TINGLERS EGILNRST TINGLER, one that tingles (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [n] 

TINGLIER EGIILNRT TINGLY, tingling [adj] 

TINSELED DEEILNST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TINTINGS GIINNSTT TINTING, process of one that tints [n] 

TIREDEST DEEIRSTT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TISSUING GIINSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TITRATED ADEIRTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TOADLESS ADELOSST having no toads [adj] 

TOADLETS ADELOSTT TOADLET, small toad [n] 

TOASTING AGINOSTT adding of rhythmic speech to reggae music [n -S] / TOAST, to brown by exposure to heat [v] 

TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOLIDINE DEIILNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

TOLIDINS DIILNOST TOLIDIN, tolidine (chemical compound) [n] 

TOLLAGES AEGLLOST TOLLAGE, toll [n] 

TOLLGATE AEGLLOTT to block business deal pending payment of bribe [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOLLINGS GILLNOST TOLLING, collecting of tolls [n] 

TOLUIDES DEILOSTU TOLUIDE, amide (type of chemical compound) [n] 

TOLUIDIN DIILNOTU amine (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TONNAGES AEGNNOST TONNAGE, total weight in tons [n] 

TONSURED DENORSTU TONSURE, to shave head of [v] 

TOOLINGS GILNOOST TOOLING, ornamentation done with tools [n] 

TOOTLING GILNOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TORNADOS ADNOORST TORNADO, violent windstorm [n] 

TOROIDAL ADILOORT TOROID, type of geometric surface [adj] 

TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj] 

TORSADES ADEORSST TORSADE, twisted cord [n] 

TORTURED DEORRTTU TORTURE, to subject to severe physical pain [v] 

TOSTADAS AADOSSTT TOSTADA, tortilla fried in deep fat [n] 

TOSTADOS ADOOSSTT TOSTADO, tostada (tortilla fried in deep fat) [n] 

TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTTERED DEEORTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOURINGS GINORSTU TOURING, cross-country skiing for pleasure [n] 

TOUSLING GILNOSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TRADITOR ADIORRTT traitor among early Christians [n -ES] 

TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S] / TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TRANSUDE ADENRSTU to pass through membrane [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TREADERS ADEERRST TREADER, one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n] 
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TREADLER ADEELRRT one that treadles (to work foot lever) [n -S] 

TREADLES ADEELRST TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S] / TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDIES DEEINRST TRENDY, trendy person [n] 

TRESSING EGINRSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRIALING AGIILNRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIALLED ADEILLRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIANGLE AEGILNRT polygon having three sides [n -S] 

TRIDENTS DEINRSTT TRIDENT, spear having three prongs [n] 

TRIGNESS EGINRSST quality or state of being trig [n -ES] 

TRIGONAL AGILNORT shaped like triangle [adj] 

TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRINDLES DEILNRST TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

TROLANDS ADLNORST TROLAND, unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n] 

TROLLIED DEILLORT TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S] / TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S] / TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

TRUANTED ADENRTTU TRUANT, to stay out of school without permission [v] 

TRUNDLER DELNRRTU one that trundles (to propel by causing to rotate) [n -S] 

TRUNDLES DELNRSTU TRUNDLE, to propel by causing to rotate [v] 

TRUSSING GINRSSTU framework of structure [n -S] / TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSTEED DEERSTTU TRUSTEE, to commit to care of administrator [v] 

TRUSTING GINRSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TUNGSTEN EGNNSTTU metallic element [n -S]  

TUNNAGES AEGNNSTU TUNNAGE, tonnage (total weight in tons) [n] 

TUNNELED DEELNNTU TUNNEL, to dig tunnel (underground passageway) [v] 

TURGITES EGIRSTTU TURGITE, iron ore [n] 

TURNINGS GINNRSTU TURNING, rotation about axis [n] 

TURRETED DEERRTTU TURRET, small tower [adj] 

TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S] / TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TUSSLING GILNSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUTELAGE AEEGLTTU act of tutoring (to instruct privately) [n -S] 

TUTORAGE AEGORTTU tutelage (act of tutoring (to instruct privately)) [n -S] 

TUTORING GINORTTU TUTOR, to instruct privately [v] 
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UGLINESS EGILNSSU state of being ugly (displeasing to sight) [n -ES] 

ULTRARED ADELRRTU infrared (part of invisible spectrum) [n -S] 

ULULATED ADELLTUU ULULATE, to howl (to cry like dog) [v] 

UNALLIED ADEILLNU not allied (to unite in formal relationship) [adj] 

UNANELED ADEELNNU not having received sacrament of anointing of sick [adj] 

UNATONED ADENNOTU not atoned (to make amends or reparation) [adj] 
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UNDELETE DEEELNTU to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDERATE ADEENRTU UNDEREAT, to eat insufficient amount [v] 

UNDEREAT ADEENRTU to eat insufficient amount [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLET DEELNRTU to lease at less than usual value [v UNDERLET, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAIN, -LAY, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNDERRAN ADENNRRU UNDERRUN, to pass or extend under [v] 

UNDERRUN DENNRRUU to pass or extend under [v -RRAN, -NNNING, -S] 

UNDERSEA ADEENRSU beneath surface of sea [adv] 

UNDERSET DEENRSTU to place under something [v UNDERSET, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERUSE DEENRSUU to use less than fully [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj] 

UNDULATE ADELNTUU to move with wavelike motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDULOUS DLNOSUUU undulating [adj] 

UNEARNED ADEENNRU not earned (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [adj] 

UNERASED ADEENRSU not erased (to rub or scrape out) [adj] 

UNERRING EGINNRRU not erring (to make mistake) [adj] 

UNGENIAL AEGILNNU not genial (having pleasant or friendly manner) [adj] 

UNGENTLE EEGLNNTU not gentle (mild (not harsh or rough)) [adj] 

UNGOTTEN EGNNOTTU not obtained (to gain possession of) [adj] 

UNGUENTA AEGNNTUU ointments (viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic) [n UNGUENTA] 

UNGUENTS EGNNSTUU UNGUENT, ointment (viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic) [n] 

UNGULATE AEGLNTUU hoofed mammal [n -S] 

UNIALGAL AAGILLNU pertaining to single algal cell [adj] 

UNIRONED DEINNORU not ironed (to furnish with iron (metallic element)) [adj] 

UNISSUED DEINSSUU not issued (to come forth) [adj] 

UNITAGES AEGINSTU UNITAGE, amount in units [n] 

UNITARDS ADINRSTU UNITARD, leotard that also covers legs [n] 

UNLEASED ADEELNSU not leased (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [adj] 

UNLETTED DEELNTTU not letted (to hinder (to impede)) [adj] 

UNLISTED DEILNSTU not listed (to write down in particular order) [adj] 

UNLOADER ADELNORU one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S] 

UNLOOSED DELNOOSU UNLOOSE, to set free [v] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNRAISED ADEINRSU not raised (to move to higher position) [adj] 

UNREELED DEEELNRU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNRENTED DEENNRTU not rented (to tear apart forcibly) [adj] 

UNRESTED DEENRSTU not rested (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [adj] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU not rinsed (to cleanse with clear water) [adj] 

UNROLLED DELLNORU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 

UNROOTED DENOORTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNROUNDS DNNORSUU UNROUND, to articulate without rounding lips [v] 

UNRUSTED DENRSTUU not rusted (to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron)) [adj] 

UNSALTED ADELNSTU not salted (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [adj] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEARED ADEENRSU not seared (to burn surface of) [adj] 
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UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSEEING EEGINNSU UNSEE, to forget seeing [v] 

UNSLINGS GILNNSSU UNSLING, to remove from slung position [v] 

UNSOILED DEILNOSU not soiled (to make dirty) [adj] 

UNSOLDER DELNORSU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSORTED DENORSTU not sorted (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [adj] 

UNSOURED DENORSUU not soured (to make or become sour) [adj] 

UNSTATED ADENSTTU UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 

UNSTONED DENNOSTU not stoned (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [adj] 

UNSTRING GINNRSTU to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSTRUNG GNNRSTUU UNSTRING, to remove from string [v] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU not suited (to be appropriate to) [adj] 

UNTANGLE AEGLNNTU to free from tangles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj] 

UNTASTED ADENSTTU not tasted (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [adj] 

UNTENTED DEENNTTU not probed or attended to [adj] 

UNTESTED DEENSTTU not tested (to evaluate by examination) [adj] 

UNTIDIER DEIINRTU UNTIDY, not tidy (neat and orderly) [adj] 

UNTIDIES DEIINSTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTIEING EGIINNTU UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

UNTILLED DEILLNTU not tilled (to prepare land for crops by plowing) [adj] 

UNTILTED DEILNTTU not tilted (to cause to slant) [adj] 

UNTIRING GIINNRTU not tiring (to grow tired) [adj] 

UNTITLED DEILNTTU not titled (to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)) [adj] 

UNTREADS ADENRSTU UNTREAD, to tread back [v] 

UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNTURNED DENNRTUU not turned (to move around central point) [adj] 

UNUNITED DEINNTUU not united (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

URANIDES ADEINRSU URANIDE, uranium (radioactive element) [n] 

UREDINIA ADEIINRU UREDINIUM, pustule formed by rust fungus infection [n] / uredia (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n -IA] 

URIDINES DEIINRSU URIDINE, chemical compound [n] 

URINATED ADEINRTU URINATE, to discharge urine [v] 

URODELES DEELORSU URODELE, type of amphibian (cold-blooded animal that grows from juvenile water-breathing form to adult air-breathing form) [n] 

UTILIDOR DIILORTU insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S] 

UTILISED DEIILSTU UTILISE, to utilize (to make use of) [v] 

UTTERING EGINRTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to [v] 
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